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Abstract

We propose an approach for analyzing and001
comparing curricula of study programs in002
higher education. Pre-trained word embed-003
dings are fine-tuned in a study program clas-004
sification task, where each curriculum is rep-005
resented by the names and content of its006
courses. By combining metric learning with007
a novel course-guided attention mechanism,008
our method obtains more accurate curriculum009
representations than strong baselines. Exper-010
iments on a new dataset containing curricula011
of computing programs demonstrate the inter-012
pretability power of our approach via attention013
weights, topic modeling, and embeddings vi-014
sualizations. We also present a use case that015
compares computing study programs in the US016
and Latin America and showcase the capabili-017
ties of our method for identifying similarities018
and differences in topics of study in curricula019
from different countries.020

1 Introduction021

In recent years, the demand for computing careers022

has highly increased due to their influence in almost023

every area of human knowledge. In some coun-024

tries, scientific associations such as ACM, IEEE, or025

ABET define guidelines to categorize computing026

careers through quality requirements (Shackelford027

et al., 2005). However, other countries do not have028

access to these specialized institutions or profes-029

sionals, which may generate confusion among com-030

puting careers or mixtures between them (Sabin031

et al., 2016).032

Prior work aims to analyze local context, and an-033

alyze market offer without following international034

standards. For example, de Alburquerque et al.035

(2010) and Prietch (2010) employ curriculums to036

analyze the market offer and propose to standard-037

ize Brazilian computing curriculums. More specifi-038

cally, the Computer Science (CS) curriculum from039

the University of São Paulo is examined every year040

to incorporate current innovations (Macêdo, 2016).041

In contrast to using local context, other works 042

follow international standards. ICACIT (2019) 043

elaborate an international accreditation process and 044

make a suggestion to improve computing careers. 045

Also, Murrugarra-Llerena et al. (2011) analyzes 046

curriculums from Peru and Brazil using hierarchi- 047

cal clustering. They show groups identifying as- 048

sociations between both countries, and showing 049

differences from the Peruvian context. 050

All previous works employ semi-automatic ap- 051

proaches and may need human intervention to 052

reveal insights. Also, Murrugarra-Llerena et al. 053

(2011) is the most related work to our approach, 054

however, it only uses careers in Latin America and 055

only course titles without descriptions. This rep- 056

resentation may provide an incomplete story. We 057

also believe hierarchical clustering may not provide 058

explanations about what the model learns. 059

In this work, we hypothesize that fine-grained 060

data sets and interpretable approaches are required 061

to better understand computing curriculums. We 062

collected a novel dataset combining course titles 063

and their descriptions from US Universities. Then, 064

we empower data analysts with an interpretable 065

model combining course-guided attention and met- 066

ric learning. Our approach identifies core courses 067

per computing career. 068

Using our collected dataset, we compare our 069

course-based attention approach to traditional text 070

embedding techniques, fine-tuned Bert models, and 071

metric learning approaches. Our approach outper- 072

forms all of them. We also show qualitative results 073

via attention weights, topic modeling, and embed- 074

ding visualizations. These results highlight the 075

interpretability of our approach by identifying rel- 076

evant words for each computing career. Finally, 077

we develop an application to visualize how Latin 078

America computing programs are identified with 079

international ABET computing careers. 080

In summary, our main contributions are: 081

• A novel dataset of US computing careers, with 082
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representative Latin America universities.083

• An examination of attention, metric learn-084

ing, and Bert modules to generate more in-085

terpretable embedding representations.086

• An application to categorize a computing cur-087

riculum compared to international standards.088

2 Approach089

Since no prior dataset exists with course titles and090

their descriptors, we first collect such dataset in091

section 2.1. Next, we describe our course-based092

attention approach in section 2.2 and conclude with093

our implementation details in section 2.3.094

2.1 Dataset095

We collected 300 curriculums among computing096

programs from the best universities in USA. As097

a quality criterion, we follow ABET program1 to098

filter them. In detail, we collected 100 Computer099

Science (CS), 100 Computer Engineering (CE),100

38 Information Technology (IT), 34 Information101

Science (IS), and 28 Software Engineering (SE)102

curriculums. Each curriculum consists of a set of103

courses including their title and course description.104

We depicted an example from each computing pro-105

gram in Table 2 (appendix).106

In addition to the USA curriculums, we collected107

18 LATAM curriculums to analyze their degree of108

internationalization. We prioritize high-ranking109

universities that claim a CS profile and are freely110

available. Our selected curriculums come from111

Brazil, Colombia, Mexico, and Peru. We translate112

them to English to avoid multi-lingual issues.113

We used web scrapping with beautiful soup li-114

brary2. For some curriculums, we require a manual115

inspection (e.g. to remove information about cred-116

its and hours) to ensure a uniform structure. We117

plan to release the data set after article acceptance.118

2.2 Course-based attention approach119

Our course-based attention approach Bertmet+att120

aims to learn the importance of each course associ-121

ated with computing careers. As shown in Figure122

1, our approach receives a computing curriculum123

composed of courses and their Bert embeddings124

curriculumemb. Then, we compute attweights of125

each course. Using these weights, we calculated126

a weighted average over the courses and generate127

a new curriculum embedding curriculumemb_avg.128

1https://www.abet.org/
2https://www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup/

Finally, we collapsed the generated embedding in 129

100 features. 130

To learn well-defined groups among computing 131

careers, we employ metric learning with the follow- 132

ing triplet loss (Schroff et al., 2015), where N is 133

the number of instances in a batch, α is the triplet 134

margin with value 0.33, and θ denotes the learnt 135

parameters. 136

L(c; θ) =
N∑
i=1

[ (cai .c
p
i )

||cai || × ||c
p
i ||
− (cai .c

n
i )

||cai || × ||cni ||
+α

]
+

Given an anchor curriculum (cai ) and using in- 137

stances in the same batch, we select curriculums 138

with the same category as positive annotations (cpi ), 139

and curriculums from different categories as nega- 140

tive annotations (cni ). Data points were randomly 141

sampled with a batch size of 64 to ensure that every 142

category is present in each iteration. 143

Figure 1: Our course-based attention approach. It gen-
erates an interpretable representation of curriculums
via attention weights and metric learning. Attention
highlights core courses, while metric learning learns
boundaries to form well-defined groups. Both compo-
nents are crucial to find accurate representations.

2.3 Implementation details 144

We implemented the networks using Py- 145

torch (Paszke et al., 2019) and metric learning 146

library (Musgrave et al., 2020). We ran each exper- 147

iment ten times with different seeds using SGD. 148

From preliminary experiments, we vary the batch 149

size in the range [32, 64, 128] and the embedding 150

output in the range [128, 256, 512]. Then, we 151

select the best configuration (batch size = 64 and 152

embedding size = 128) in our validation set. 153

3 Experimental validation 154

3.1 Baselines 155

We compare three traditional methods: 156

Word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013), Glove (Pen- 157

nington et al., 2014), and Bert (Devlin et al., 158

3Default parameter suggested by metric learning library.
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2019). Additionally, we fine-tuned Bert’s159

embedding with our training data:160

• Bertunsup, unsupervised finetuning using lan-161

guage modeling.162

• Bertsup, supervised finetuning using classifica-163

tion labels.164

We also consider metric learning baselines:165

• Bertmet, supervised metric learning using Bert.166

• Fusionmet+att, supervised metric learning with167

attention over Glove, Word2vec and Bert.168

3.2 Evaluation protocol169

From our US dataset, we split our data in 60% for170

training, 20% for validation, and 20% for testing.171

Using the train set, in non-pretrained models, we172

learn a new embedding representation. Then, we173

use those embeddings to feed machine learning174

classifiers. To select the best parameter configura-175

tion, each classifier was evaluated on a validation176

set and the configuration with higher F1was se-177

lected for testing. For all non-pretrained models,178

we trained them with ten different seeds and report179

their F1 average.180

3.3 Quantitative experiments181

We aim to validate which approach generates182

a more precise representation for classification.183

From the computed embeddings, we trained four184

classifiers: K-nearest neighbour (KNN), Linear185

Regression (LR), Linear Support Vector Machine186

(LSVM), and Radial Support Vector Machine187

(RSVM) with a proper search range of parameters188

(detailed in Section A.2).189

Table 1 shows F1-score for all the embeddings190

in the test set. We observe thatBertmet+att outper-191

forms on average all other competitors and boosts192

the RSVM classifier. Fusionmet+att is the second-193

best performer and reports competitive results with194

the KNN and RSVM classifiers. From pre-trained195

embeddings, the best baseline is Bert and presents196

Models KNN LR LSVM RSVM Avg
Word2vec 55.10 71.00 57.10 55.90 59.77
Glove 54.90 73.10 64.80 64.80 64.40
Bert 48.50 80.30 75.90 65.90 67.65
Bertsup 55.00 78.10 71.40 68.20 68.17
Bertunsup 64.20 73.00 69.50 70.10 69.20
Bertmet 73.40 72.60 72.10 72.80 72.72
Bertmet+att 71.60 75.60 75.70 75.60 74.82
Fusionmet+att 72.40 69.60 74.00 75.40 72.85

Table 1: F1-score results on the test set of our embed-
dings with KNN, LR, LSVM and RSVM classifiers.
Last three baselines used metric learning.

the best result in LR and LSVM. On the other hand, 197

the weakest baselines areGlove andWord2vec. A 198

possible explanation is the low number of features 199

and scarce training data. 200

To conclude, we believe our improved perfor- 201

mance is due to our interpretable embedding via 202

attention weights and metric learning modules as 203

detailed in the section below. 204

3.4 Qualitative experiments 205

3.4.1 Attention weights 206

To analyze the internal functionality of our ap- 207

proach, from each curriculum, we extract the atten- 208

tion weights of each course. Then, we rank them in 209

decreasing order and select the top five. We group 210

these selected courses per computing program and 211

create a word cloud visualization. 212

Figure 2 shows these computed word clouds for 213

each computing program. We find that words with 214

a higher number of occurrences are relevant to their 215

respective category name. We observe that “com- 216

puter” is common among all computing careers, 217

but it is more relevant for CS, CE, and SE; while it 218

has less importance for IT and IS. 219

CS suggests a strong association to algorithms 220

and computer; CE to design and computer. IT to 221

Information Management and System; IS to Princi- 222

ples and Information Database and SE to Systems 223

and Programming. All these associations confirm 224

the identity of each career, and we observe that IT 225

and IS highlight information-related courses, while 226

CS, CE, and SE are more technical. For example, 227

CS focuses on algorithm efficiency, CE specializes 228

in hardware design, and SE promotes programming 229

skills in general. The frequencies of each word by 230

category are in Section A.3.2. 231

Also, we selected words with highest attention, 232

and identify topics using (Popa and Rebedea, 233

2021)4 in Section A.3.1. Similarly, we observe 234

key differences among careers. 235

3.4.2 Embedding visualizations 236

To understand if our attention-guided interpretabil- 237

ity is able to generate meaningful embeddings, 238

we visualize Bert and Bertmet+att through 239

Umap (McInnes et al., 2018) in Figure 3. 240

Bertmet+att separates more clearly computing 241

programs thanBert. CE and CS show well-defined 242

boundaries rather than in Bert Umap, and over- 243

lap is minimized among all categories. We also 244

4https://huggingface.co/cristian-popa/bart-tl-all
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(a) CS (b) CE (c) IT (d) IS (e) SE

Figure 2: Word Clouds from courses of top 5 attention weights obtained with Bertmet+att model on the test set
with (a) Computer Science (CS), (b) Computer Engineering (CE), (c) Information Technology (IT), (d) Information
System (IS), and (e) Software Engineering (SE).

(a) Bert

(b) Bertmet+att

Figure 3: Umap visualizations for (a) Bert and (b)
Bertmet+att. Bertmet+att embeddings distinguishes
better each computing category, while Bert present
some overlaps.

observe that IT and IS are close by. A possible245

explanation is through their shared financial and246

administration components. On the other hand, SE247

seems to be hard to form its own group. Apparently,248

it has pieces of all careers. We attribute this finding249

due that SE is a new career, less well-established.250

Finally, we also analyze the attention weights251

of our best competitor Fusionmet+att in Section252

A.3.3. Bert is the most important representation,253

which confirms our choice of Bert embedding.254

4 Application: internationalization255

For our application, we investigate how LATAM256

computing careers relate to international standards.257

We used our learnt Bertmet+att to project unseen258

CS LATAM computing careers and relate them259

with US standards in Figure 4 using Umap.260

LATAM curriculums (in triangles) form two pre-261

dominant groups: one near to the CS group, and262

(a) Bertmet+att with LATAM countries

Figure 4: Umap visualizations for Bertmet+att with
LATAM countries. Triangles represent LATAM coun-
tries, conformed by Peru, Mexico, Brazil, and Colom-
bia. These countries form two groups: one near CS and
other near IT, IS, and SE.

the other group surrounding IS and SE. Also, no 263

LATAM career surrounds the CE profile. From this 264

visualization, we infer that LATAM careers are dif- 265

ferent from the US because none of them lay inside 266

US groups. Then, we perform a closer study on 267

individual LATAM countries. Brazil and Mexico 268

have a clear CS profile. Also, Mexico seems much 269

more integrated with the US profile maybe because 270

of its near geographic location. On the other hand, 271

Peru has a mixed profile between CS, SE, and IS; 272

which may suggest a better definition of courses 273

per career. Finally, Colombia belongs to SE. 274

5 Conclusion 275

In this article, we explore an interpretable way to 276

classify computing curriculums combining course- 277

guided attention and metric learning. Our approach 278

finds more cohesive groups with clear separation 279

among them. These groupings are helpful for dif- 280

ferent machine learning models. Also, we ana- 281

lyze what our approach learns via attention weights, 282

topic modeling, and visualization techniques. 283

As future work, we plan to evaluate our approach 284

in other NLP domains. Also, we will combine 285

Bertmet+att and Fusionmet+att creating a new 286

embedding combining course-guided attention, a 287

embedding-guided attention (Bert, Glove, and 288

Word2vec), and metric learning. 289
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A Appendix 355

We provide a sample curriculum per computing ca- 356

reer and additional details for quantitative and qual- 357

itative experiments. For quantitative, we provide 358

details about parameter ranges for model selection. 359

For qualitative experiments, we provide results on 360

topic modeling, show counts for attended courses 361

from our attention module, and attention weights 362

for the best baseline competitor. 363

A.1 Sample curriculum 364

Each collected curriculum in our dataset consists 365

of a set of courses. Each course has an associated 366

title and description. We depicted an example from 367

each computing program in Table 2. 368

A.2 Range parameters for experiments 369

We mention the employed machine learning models 370

with their associated parameter values below: 371

• For k-nearest neighbour (KNN), we evaluate 372

k with values [3,5,7]. 373

• For Linear Regresion (LR), we evaluate cost 374

C with values [2−5, 2−3, 2−1, 21, ...., 215]. 375

• For Linear SVM (LSVM), we evaluate cost C 376

with values [2−5, 2−3, 2−1, 21, ...., 215]. 377

• For Radial SVM (RSVM), we 378

evaluate cost C with values 379

[2−5, 2−3, 2−1, 21, ...., 215], and gamma 380

with values [2−15, 2−13, 2−11, ..., 21, 23]. 381

A.3 Quantitative experiments 382

A.3.1 Topic modeling 383

As a complementary way to understand our se- 384

lected courses, we selected the ten words with the 385

highest attention, and input them to BART topic 386

model (Popa and Rebedea, 2021)5 to name them. 387

5https://huggingface.co/cristian-popa/bart-tl-all
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Career Course title Description
CS Algorithms and Data Structures Study of data structures and algorithms ...
CE Computer Architecture and Design Principles of RISC-type CPU instruction set and ...
IT Information Technology Security Information technology security from a manager ...
IS Information Systems Applications Concepts and production skills ...
SE Software Engineering Design Techniques and methodologies ...

Table 2: Sample curriculum showing course titles and their description per computing career.

The named topics are shown in Table 3. CS,388

CE, and IT share the word computer highlighting389

the importance of computing fundamentals, while390

IT and IS share the topics management and in-391

formation relating to business knowledge. Also,392

programming skills are shared among CS and SE393

careers.394

Career Topic
CS computer programming data
CE computer design system
IT management information computer
IS system management information data
SE software programming language

Table 3: Topic identified with each computing career
using BART (Popa and Rebedea, 2021) model.

A.3.2 Counts for attended courses395

Figure 5 shows the frequency of the top fifteen396

courses per category in decreasing order. We find397

the following associations per each computing ca-398

reer:399

• CS highlights computer, introduction, system,400

design, algorithm, programming, and data401

courses.402

• CE focuses on systems, design, computer, dig-403

ital, and embedded.404

• IT has relevant terms such as system, manage-405

ment, information, web, and programming.406

• IS focuses on systems, principles, information,407

database, and management.408

• SE highlights programming, systems, data,409

introduction, C, and software.410

In summary, IT and IS are related to manage-411

ment and information knowledge. CE focuses on412

hardware concepts such as systems, design, and413

digital. Finally, CS and SE focus on software de-414

velopment related to programming, data, and algo-415

rithm courses.416

A.3.3 Attention weights best competitor 417

We analyze our best competitor Fusionmet+att to 418

discover interesting knowledge. We extract atten- 419

tion weights for each embedding representation. 420

On average we obtained 0.2149 weight for Glove, 421

0.0621 for Word2vec, and 0.7230 for Bert. This 422

finding confirms our election to select Bert em- 423

bedding in our approach. Also, it is interesting 424

to see that Glove and Word2vec also have com- 425

plementary and meaningful knowledge for better 426

representation. Probably Word2vec and Glove 427

provide local information to the Bert embedding. 428

Note, that their attention scores have the same or- 429

der as their correspondent F1-score (see three first 430

rows in Table 1). 431
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(a) CS (b) CE

(c) IT (d) IS

(e) SE

Figure 5: Top fifteen frequency terms of each category. The X-axis shows the word term, while Y-axis shows
their frequency. The categories are (a) Computer Science (CS), (b) Computer Engineering (CE), (c) Information
Technology (IT), (d) Information System (IS), and (e) Software Engineering (SE).
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